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when I was a young man and. preaching , he said that everyone was . .nd attacked.

me and. threw stones at me, and called me all kinds of names, and he says they

he just ce4 couldn't realize the change that took &4ee place in about 50

years of constantly facing up to the mob, and. not showing his fear but risking

...in order to get the message across and now everybody-and then in

the course of a year or so there was quite a change. The elders of the city are

there and while they are there a strange thing -t1a happened. and. is that literal

or figurative. And.,incidentally then, we go on looking at this first part of

Ezekiel, and suppose we suggest tint if you are taking this for undergraduate

credit .... but if for graduate credit then spend six hours-- get is extra
to

well. I dontt know if we will get/it next week,but have it ready--we will go

on 4 discussing Ezekiel but then we will go to Isa.
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Tn in chapter 12 we have, the Word of God coming to him saying, Thou dw1lêst

in the midst of a rebellious house which have eyes to see and. they see not, arid

ears to hear and. they hear not. They are a rebellious house, therefore , thou

Son of Man , Teq prepare 4 thee stuff for removing,

and remove by day in their sight; and . At may be 44a they will consider, though

they be a xJ rebellious house. Then shalt thou bring forth thy stuff by tday

in their sight-&.-4 as stuff for removing: and, thou shalt go forth at even in

their sight, as they that go forth into captivity. Dig thou through the wall

in their sight and carry out thereby." Now, do you think this was a 'vision.

No, there are those that would say that 44- this was a vision. They say that

Ezekiel had a vision and everywhere they can they make it a vision. I dont think

so. I think this is an object lesson. He is to do this in order o attract their

attention. They would say,What is Ezekiel up to now. ee- Look at ±k him there.

digging a wall under his house, crawling through the wall arid taking his stuff
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